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Like any other insurance, there is no assurance that you will actually use your backpacking travel
insurance policy. But it provides you with the complete peace of mind for the entire duration of your
backpacking trip. Usually it is valid for a period of 365 days; however, insurance companies also
provide you with the provision of extending the time limit further. All you need to do is to make a call
to your service provider intimating them about the policy extension.

Most backpacker travel insurance policies cover all basic elements such as personal belongings or
possession coverage, health insurance, trip cancellation and personal liability cover. Besides this,
individuals also have the freedom to customise their policy depending upon their unique needs and
requirements. The level of cover usually depends upon the trip duration, personal health and age of
the individual, destination and types of activities that you intend to undertake.

The important thing to consider is that backpacker holiday insurance policies can vary significantly
in both coverage and cost. It is not necessary that the most expensive one will be the best and the
cheapest one will be the worst. The secret is, it depends on what you require. Even a cheap
insurance policy can also fit your preferences. Therefore, carefully analysing which insurance policy
is right for you. Apart from this, the choice of an insurance company is an important decision. You
must carefully do some research and find out about various reputed players in the market.

If you are residing in the UK, you can purchase travel insurance plans from Travel Guard. It is the
market leader in backpacking insurance policies which ensures excellent coverage at reasonable
prices. Moreover, their worldwide network can provide you complete assistance at any time during
the day as and when you find yourself stuck in any emergency. It takes just a single phone call to
get you out of trouble. The company also provides you with policy extension features, just in case
you intend to extend the duration of your backpacking trip. The extension will offer you same
benefits and services.
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